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Transactional Memory

- an approach in concurrency control with reduced programming burden

- promises the performance of finer grain locks combined with lower programming complexity
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  - Hardware Lock Elision (HLE)
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Goals

- do a performance study from the application perspective

- provide a precise evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of this architectural feature
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![Graphs showing Speedup, Abort Fraction, and Serialized-Capacity fraction over transaction length for different write percentages.](image)
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Working-set Size - Performance & outcomes

![Graphs showing speedup and abort fractions vs. working-set size]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone size = 64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper-bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxRetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SerControl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Temporal Locality – Performance

Pollution – Performance
How does Contention affect performance in TSX?

![Graphs showing speedup over serial (8 threads) for different TX lengths and expected contention levels. The graphs compare different upper-bound, MaxRetry, Backoff, and SerControl scenarios.](image-url)
How does TSX perform with a more realistic benchmark?

Experiments with STAMP

- evaluating the behaviour of real applications across the input-size dimension
- understanding if real applications see the same effects seen in synthetic benchmarks
- unconventional use but very appropriate for this evaluation
Kmeans Low & Kmeans High – Analysis on Speedup

![Graph showing speedup over sequential for Kmeans Low & Kmeans High.](image)

Vacation & Yada – Analysis on Speedup

![Graph showing speedup over sequential for Vacation & Yada.](image)
Intruder – Analysis on Speedup & Outcomes

Ssca2 – Analysis on Speedup & Outcomes
Genome – Analysis on Speedup & Outcomes

Genome – Tuning on SerControl policy
Experiments with Haswell shows that

- TSX is simple and capable over a variety of workloads
- Performance can depend strongly on the software support systems
- Transaction footprint and working-set size constraints dictate the range of effective transactions
- Fallback policy can affect performance, especially when capacity-limited transactions are introduced into the system.